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Motivation (part 1) 

Can we summarise the latent unobserved 

health status of an individuals in a 

population?  

 How can clinicians and individuals 

interpret and understand their health 

status? 

Could we target individuals with poor or 

rapidly declining latent health status?  



Motivation (part 2) 

 Ageing Western population, ageing 

related disease.  

What factors encourage “successful” 

healthy ageing?  

 But what is ageing?  

Can an individual be said to be “old” or 

“young” for their (chronological) age in a 

scientifically meaningful way?  



Setting the scene 

 TwinsUK cohort, based at Department of Twin 

Research, King’s College London.  

 12k female Caucasian twins across the UK 

 Rich clinical data, measured on multiple visits 

over 15 years 

 Multiple Tissue Human Expression Resource 

(MuTHER): gene expression microarrays for 

three tissues in around 900 well phenotyped 

individuals (Wellcome Trust funded) 

 SNP, DNA sequence, methylation, small RNA 

data also available 



Global systemic ageing 
We derive a measure of global 

ageing based on: 

Correlation 

Lens nuclear dip (cataract) 0.63 

FEV (lung function) -0.61 

Grip strength -0.38 

Telomere length -0.33 

Bone mineral density -0.38 

Total moles -0.22 

DHEAS -0.19 

Eye wrinkles 0.16 

Neck wrinkles 0.21 

Hair loss 0.18 



Linear model 





55 
Expected value 

for this age 

67 

This 55 year old 

individual has the 

nuclear dip of a 

67year old 



55 Expected value 

for this age 
72 

The same 55 year 

old individual has 

the telomeres of a 

72 year old 



Delta vs. age 

Linear model Grip strength 



Non-linear model 

 Recall linear model: 

 

 Instead use a non-linear function: 

 

 How to model f? 



Non-linear model 



Delta vs. age 

Linear model Non-linear 



Non-linear fits 



Held out phenotype test 

Pearson 

Age Age+delta Good? 

Lung_function_FEV1 Inf Inf ? 

Cataract Inf Inf ? 

GRIP_STRENGTH 66.06739 159.3493 TRUE 

Hip_Neck_BMD 193.2111 222.7443 TRUE 

trf_avg 91.7784 53.75646 FALSE 

DEHYDROEPIANDROSTERONE 4.640582 8.210547 TRUE 

Total.moles 45.03385 45.19908 TRUE 

Spearman 

Age Age+delta 

Lung_function_FEV1 Inf Inf ? 

Cataract 185.5736 80.59291 FALSE 

GRIP_STRENGTH 85.37062 168.2951 TRUE 

Hip_Neck_BMD 209.2588 227.5648 TRUE 

trf_avg 80.31198 55.17998 FALSE 

DEHYDROEPIANDROSTERONE 4.354487 7.441596 TRUE 

Total.moles 50.43164 51.67158 TRUE 



Bayes factors 



Genes correlated with ageing 

[FDR=0.05] 

  fat lcl skin 

Age+delta down 297 0 1134 

Age+delta up 306 0 967 

Age down 211 1 1093 

Age up 207 0 908 

Linear mixed effects model  

[expression] = W x [age] + B x [confounders] + M x [family ID] 

Fixed effects Random effects 



 Introduce an interpretable measure of 

physiological age 

 Some promising results, but need more 

biological validation 

 

Conclusions (part 1) 



Multidimensional ageing: a different 

physiological age for each organ system 

(could be hierarchical) 

 Explicit time series modelling: use longitudinal 

data fully.  

 “Three tier model”: associations with gene 

expression and genotype variation 

Ongoing work 



Conclusions (part 2) 





Infer.NET code 

var n = new Range(6000); 

var p = new Range(10); 

var a = Variable.Array<double>(n); 

var delta = Variable.Array<double>(n); 

delta[n] = Variable.GaussianFromMeanAndPrecision(0, 1).ForEach(n);  

var b = Variable.Array<double>(p); 

b[p] = Variable.GaussianFromMeanAndPrecision(0, 0.1).ForEach(p);  

var c = Variable.Array<double>(p); 

c[p] = Variable.GaussianFromMeanAndPrecision(0, 0.1).ForEach(p);  

var y = Variable.Array<double>(n, p); 

var noisePrecisions = Variable.Array<double>(p);  

noisePrecisions[p] = Variable.GammaFromShapeAndRate(1, 0.1).ForEach(p); 

y[n, p] = Variable.GaussianFromMeanAndPrecision(b[p] * (a[n] + delta[n]) + c[p],  

       noisePrecisions[p]);  

 


